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FALCON ENDPOINT 
PROTECTION PRO

KEY BENEFITS

Enables you 
to migrate with 
confidence

Replaces AV quickly 
and easily

Simplifies endpoint 
protection

Protects against 
the entire attack 
spectrum

UPGRADE TO CUTTING-EDGE DEFENSES
CrowdStrike Falcon® Endpoint Protection Pro offers the ideal AV replacement solution by 

combining the most effective prevention technologies and full attack visibility with built-in threat 

intelligence and response. Powered by the cloud and via a single lightweight agent it operates 

without the need for constant signature updates, on-premises management infrastructure or 

complex integrations. Falcon Pro makes it fast and easy to replace your AV and get even more: 

superior prevention, integrated threat intelligence and immediate response.

KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES
AI-POWERED NGAV

  Protects against the entire spectrum without 

requiring daily and cumbersome updates

  Combines the best prevention technologies 

— machine learning, AI-powered indicators of 

attack (IOAs), exploit blocking, high-performance 

memory scanning and more — to stop 

ransomware and fileless attacks

  Covers the gaps left by legacy AV and fully 

protects endpoints online and offline

FULL ATTACK VISIBILITY
  Unravels an entire attack in one 

easy-to-grasp process tree 

enriched with contextual and 

threat intelligence data

  Provides unparalleled alert 

context and visibility

  Keeps detection details for 90 

days

Provides true next-gen AV with integrated threat 
intelligence response
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DEVICE CONTROL
  Provides detailed visibility on USB 

device usage

  Enables granular policy 
enforcement to ensure control 
over USB devices used in the 
environment

FIREWALL MANAGEMENT
  Makes it easy to create, manage 

and enforce policies

  Defends against network threats 
and provides instant visibility to 
enhance protection and inform 
action

EASIEST AV 
REPLACEMENT

Enables the 
industry's fastest 
deployment and rapid 
operationalization — 
without requiring a 
reboot after installation

Only CrowdStrike 
provides full, 
automated protection 
across endpoints 
without impacting 
endpoint performance 
and end-user 
productivity

Automatically kept 
up to date with cloud-
native architecture

Operates seamlessly 
alongside AV as you 
migrate

INTEGRATED THREAT INTELLIGENCE
  Enables you to fully understand the threats in 

your environment and easily prioritize responses 
with threat severity assessment

  Eliminates guesswork so you can respond to 
threats decisively

  Automatically determines the scope and impact 
of threats found in your environment

CONTROL AND RESPOND
  Provides powerful response action to contain and 

investigate compromised systems

  Ensures on-the-fly remote endpoint access for 
immediate action with surgical precision

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE
CrowdStrike Holdings, Inc. (Nasdaq: CRWD), a global cybersecurity leader, has redefined 
modern security with the world’s most advanced cloud-native platform for protecting critical 
areas of enterprise risk — endpoints and cloud workloads, identity and data.

Powered by the CrowdStrike Security Cloud and world-class AI, the CrowdStrike Falcon® 
platform leverages real-time indicators of attack, threat intelligence, evolving adversary 
tradecraft and enriched telemetry from across the enterprise to deliver hyper-accurate 
detections, automated protection and remediation, elite threat hunting and prioritized 
observability of vulnerabilities.

Purpose-built in the cloud with a single lightweight-agent architecture, the Falcon platform 
delivers rapid and scalable deployment, superior protection and performance, reduced 
complexity and immediate time-to-value.

CrowdStrike: We stop breaches. 

COMPARE FALCON ENDPOINT AND IDENTITY PROTECTION SOLUTIONS

MODULE & DESCRIPTION FALCON PRO
FALCON 

ENTERPRISE
FALCON 

 ELITE
FALCON 

COMPLETE

FALCON PREVENT™
Next-Generation Antivirus

FULLY MANAGED 
ENDPOINT 

PROTECTION 
DELIVERED AS 
A SERVICE BY 

CROWDSTRIKE 
EXPERTS

FALCON INTELLIGENCE™
Automated Threat Intelligence + + +
FALCON INSIGHT™
Endpoint Detection and Response

FALCON DEVICE CONTROL™
USB Security + + +
FALCON FIREWALL MANAGEMENT™
Host Firewall + + +
FALCON OVERWATCH™
Managed Threat Hunting + +
FALCON DISCOVER™
IT Hygiene

FALCON IDENTITY PROTECTION™
Integrated Identity Security

Flexible Bundles:    Included Component   + Elective Component

Learn more at www.crowdstrike.com
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